
ACCESSORIES
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= For chick® 7300 and schaerer® arcus models

= For chick® LP and chick® 7300 models

= For chick® 7300 models
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Accessories Schaerer Medical for operating tables
The solution for all surgical procedures

Schaerer Medical accessories stand out due to their multiple applications as well
as the first class quality of material and manufacturing. All metallic elements are
manufactured of high quality stainless steel.

In addition to conventional accessories for operating tables we also offer you a
complete line of gel pads and special positioning systems, which help prevent 
patients from injury or pressure related issues.
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A 6A 1

A 2

A 3

A 4

90506  Radial setting clamp with fixing screw,
rotating 
Accepts any mounting posts 0.6"-0.7". 
Accessories can be adjusted to a variety of 
angles with the rotating clamp.

73040  Rail clamp
Securely locks all accessories with 1” x ¼”
mounting blades anywhere on the side rails.
Accessories can be mounted vertically or 
horizontally.

74006  Socket XL 
Accepts any round mounting posts up to 
5/8”D and rectangular mounting posts up to
3/8” x 1”. Clamp can rotate and lock for a 
variety of angles.

74027  Socket
Attaches to all OR tables with standard 
3/8”W x 1 1/8”H side rails. Fits round 
mounting posts up to 5/8”D.

74036  Universal rail clamp
Accepts both 5/8”D and 1” x 3/8” flat bar
mounting posts. Spring-loaded and attaches 
to OR table side rail.

A 5

74053  Camlock Clamp
Attaches to rail even over multiple drapes. 
Accepts accessories with round posts up to
1/2"D and flat posts up to 1" x 1/4". 
Fully autoclavable.

B 7

90521  Armboard with rapid-action fixing
clamp, with ball and socket joint 
Armboard adjustable with one-hand operation
through central locking lever. With fixing strap
with Velcro fastener.

90621  Lateral armboard
Easy to use multi-positioning armboard. 
With its three articulating joints the arm can be
positioned anywhere above or below the table.

90622  Vertical armboard
With 3 joints one fixing screw.

90506  Radial setting clamp with fixing screw,
rotating

B 8

74028  Standard armboard
Without pad (requires 74016 2" armboard pad, 
Deluxe or 74025 2" armboard pad, Softcare).
Snaps on to the rail. Trigger release and lock
mechanism with 180° full range of motion. 
6”W x 26.5”L.

74029  Adjustable height armboard pad
Without pad (requires 74016 2" armboard pad, 
Deluxe or 74025 2" armboard pad, Softcare).
Vertically adjusts to the height of the table top.
Snaps on to the rail. Trigger release and lock
mechanism with 180° full range of motion.
6”W x 26.5”L.B 9

74031  Extra wide armboard 
Without pad (requires 74024 2" extra wide arm-
board pad, Deluxe or 74026 2" extra wide arm-
board pad, Softcare). Snaps on to the rail.
Trigger release and lock mechanism with 180°
full range of motion. 11”W x 26.5”L.

74030  Adjustable height extra wide armboard 
Without pad (requires 74024 2" extra wide arm-
board pad, Deluxe or 74026 2" extra wide arm-
board pad, Softcare). Vertically adjusts to the
height of the table top. Extra wide. Snaps on to
the rail. Trigger release and lock mechanism
with 180° full range of motion. 11”W x 26.5”L.B 10
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90511  Flexible Anaesthesia screen,
Provides a stable yet flexible platform for 
optimal anaesthesia screen positioning.

90506  Radial setting clamp with fixing screw,
rotating (purchase 2)

74040  Patient restraint strap 96" (2 hooks)

74045  Patient restraint strap 96" (no hooks)

Stabilizes patient positioning for a variety of
procedures. The patient restraint straps clamp
quickly to standard surgical tables. Available
with or without hooks.

B 13

70522  Cross arm support  
Allows for arm positiong above the chest on 
supine procedures or the arm to be maintained
at proper height for lateral procedures.
Without socket.

74006  Socket XL

B 11

74009  Mulit-axis arm positioner
Versatile and comfortable arm positioning for 
a variety of surgical procedures. Ball socket
locking system for every patient size and
position.

74006  Socket XL

B 12

B 14

+B 16

B 17

B 15

74019  Deluxe arthroscopic leg holder
Offers optimal patient positioning with dual in-
dependent braces that freely rotate 360° and
spread from 3”L to 11”W to fit any size leg, 
at any angle.

74005  Disposable arthroscopic leg holder
pads
Disposable premium pads for arthroscopic leg
holder or deluxe arthroscopic leg holder 
(12/case).

74006  Socket XL

74018  Nissen straps (pair)
Wrapped with a 1” thick pad to secure the pa-
tient regardless of the angle of the patient’s po-
sition. The bariatric nissen straps, 72” long, fit
most bariatric patients and have a weight capa-
city of 600 lbs.

73040  Rail Clamp (purchase 2)

74004  Arthroscopic leg holder 
Spring-loaded braces slide into place and snap-
lock. Clamshell design with Velcro strap that
wraps completely over leg-holder and provides
stable positioning for the leg.

74005  Disposable arthroscopic leg holder
pads
Disposable premium pads for arthroscopic leg
holder or deluxe arthroscopic leg holder 
(12/case).

74006  Socket XL

B 18

B 19

B 20

74048  Lateral Brace
Without clamp. Simple and effective lateral 
patient positioners clamp quickly to any stan-
dard operating room table while the three swi-
vel positioners conform to any size patient.

74006  Socket XL (purchase 3)

74032  Foot extension
With pad. Without clamps. Can be used hori-
zontally as a table extension and vertically as a
foot support for reverse Trendelenburg positions
to optimize surgical patient positioning.

73040  Rail Clamp (purchase 2)

74037  Shoulder supports (1 pair)
The shoulder supports clamp quickly to any
operating table and with its ball and socket 
adjustment mechanism conforms to any size
patient.

74006  Socket XL (purchase 2)
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C 25

529-0629-00  Side rail extension
Attaches to any side rail to provide 18” 
additional space for attaching accessories.

71077  Side rail extension set (1 pair)

74044  Minor procedure table
For arm and hand surgery. Clamps and locks 
to standard U.S. operating room tables in 
seconds. Extremely durable, light weight, easy-
to-use and radiolucent. Adjusts up or down to
be level with the OR table with no leg attach-
ment. 15”W x 30”L.

B 22

74011  Knee stabilizer radiolucent
Foot support easily mounts to operating room
side rails. Letting the surgeon replace the entire
knee while the patient’s foot is held firmly in
place.

74012  Disposable foot pads (12/case)

74006  Socket XL

+B 23

92006  X-ray cassette frame
Telescopic handle. Cassette frame with open 
inside. Telescopic slide-out: 30" x 45".

90955  Intermediate plate 
With US-side rails. Without cut-out.

90956  Intermediate plate
With US-side rails. With cut-out.

C 24

B 21 C 26

74013  Stirrups (1 pair)
Trigger-grip release and lock mechanism provi-
des complete control of lithotomy and ab-
duction/adduction. Range of motion is – 35°
low lithotomy to 90° high lithotomy. Adduction
-9° and abduction 25°. 600 lbs patient weight
capacity.

74047  Stirrup clamp
Required accessory. Purchase two for use with
Platinum Stirrups

C 27

74014  Stainless steel transport trolley (Stirrups)
Optimizes OR storage and access to the platinum
stirrups. Holds all required accessories and
clamps.

C 28

74021  Sterile view leg drapes
Allows complete visibility of patient’s legs and
positioning during intra-operative adjustments
in the lithotomy position. Latex free (10/case).

C 29

71106  Uro drainage system
Surgical fluid containment system flexes to ac-
commodate surgeon’s access to patient during
gynaecologic and urologic procedures. Includes
mounting system and 5 Uro bags.

71107  Uro bag, sterile
Sterile plastic Uro bag with drain hose - fits
over Uro drainage system (10/case).

71107NS  Uro bag, non-sterile
Non-sterile plastic Uro bag with drain hose -
fits over Uro drainage system (10/case).

92004  Light leg plate
For temporary support of patient's legs during
patient transfer to the OR table and initial posi-
tioning prior to the procedure. Length: 33".

C 30
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C 32 +

73001  Pelvic Base
With pad. Short 8” table extension with side
rails and perineal cut-out for use with the
chick® 7300 for gyn/urological procedures or
use with the 36” Carbon Fiber imaging board.

D 39

10821  Removable side rail
Attachable 12” side rail for use with the chick®

LP, Chick IOT and 36” and 55” Carbon Fiber
Boards (71130, 73004).

71110  Foot switch
With connecting cable. For 3 table movements:
Up / down, Trendelenburg / Reverse-Trendelen-
burg, lateral tilt left / right.

C 33

92033  Foot switch
With connecting cable. For 3 table movements:
Up / down, Trendelenburg / Reverse-Trendelen-
burg, lateral tilt left / right.

C 34

D 35

schaerer® arcus
90596  Carbon fiber board, 33 inches, 
To be mounted on seat plate interface (instead
of seat plate). Unobstructed radiolucency,
max.patient weight: 793 lbs. With pad.

90612  Carbon fiber board, 33 inches
To be mounted on standard interface (instead of
head or leg plate). Max patient weight 330 lbs.
With pad.

90615  Side rail

71129  Carbon-fibre armboard 
With pad 2". For insertion between pad and car-
bon fibre board. Enables unobstructed X-ray
imaging with arm outstretched from the heart
to the fingers. Length pad: 27".

D 40

C 31

73002  Articulating leg board for chick® 7300
For temporary support of patient’s legs during
patient transfer to the OR table and initial 
positioning prior to the procedure. Articulates 
from 0 to - 55°.

D 38

502-0204-00  7300 Hand control extension
cord
Extends the reach of the chick® 7300 hand
control by 5 feet.

D 36

schaerer® arcus
90597  Carbon-fibre board 55 inches, 
To be mounted on seat plate interface (instead
of seat plate). Unobstructed radiolucency, max.
patient weight: 396 lbs. With pad.

90615  Side rail

D 37

chick® 7300
71130  Carbon fiber IA board, 36"
To be mounted to Pelvic Base.  Unobstructed
radiolucency, max patient weight 400 lbs. 
With pad.

73004  Carbon fiber IA board 55"
To be mounted on standard interface. 
Unobstructed translucency, max patient 
weight 400 lbs. With pad.

+
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E 42

1204.001  DORO® easy connect navigation
adaptor, Stryker
Attaches directly to the navigation ready QRS
Skull Clamp 1001.001

E 43

1204.002  DORO® easy connect navigation
adaptor, BrainLab
Attaches directly to the navigation ready QRS
Skull Clamp 1001.001

E 41

1001.100-US  DORO® QR3 headrest system,
aluminium, 
Set includes:
1001.001  QR3 Skull clamp
3002-00  Swivel adaptor
3001-00-US  base unit
Features 3-pin rigid cranial fixation for prone,
supine, lateral and sitting positions.  Skull
clamp is compatible with DORO® radiolucent
base units and adaptors.

3008-00  DORO® swivel horseshoe pediatric
headrest with adjusting lever 
Universal non-invasive headrest designed for
children for prone or supine positioning. Inter-
changeable gel pads.

1204.003  DORO® swivel horseshoe headrest
for adults with adjusting lever
Universal non-invasive headrest designed for
adults for prone or supine positioning. Inter-
changeable gel pads.

E 45

E 44

3030-00  DORO® Headrest System, radiolucent
Features 3-point cranial fixation for cranial and
cervical spine procedures using CT, DSA, X-ray
and Fluoroscopy. Skull clamp, swivel and transi-
tional members are completely radiolucent with
no metal parts to interfere with imaging.
Set includes:
3031-00 Base unit radiolucent
3033-00 Swivel adaptor radiolucent
3034-00 Skull clamp radiolucent
3032-10 DORO® Long transitional member 

radiolucent (6")
3032-20 DORO® Short transitional member 

radiolucent (5")
3030-001 Storage case headrest system 

radiolucent
3006-20 Disposable skull pins Titanium, Adult

E 46

E 47

3030-300  DORO® Intra-Op CT headrest system,
radiolucent  
Features extra bracing and transitional members
to allow increased reach for optimal ISO center 
positioning in the scanner. Skull clamp, swivel
adaptors, transitional members and bracing are
completely radiolucent. Navigation tracking devi-
ces can be mount on the Quick-Rail of the skull
clamp or on its starbursts. Compatible with most
OR/surgical imaging tables and imaging systems.
Set includes:
3031-00 Base unit radiolucent
3033-10 Swivel adaptor radiolucent, short
3034-00 Skull clamp radiolucent
3032-10 DORO® radiolucent long transitional

member (6") (2 pieces)
3032-20 DORO® radiolucent short transitional

member (5")
3032-21 DORO® radiolucent transitional 

member, bracing
3030-001 Storage case
3006-20 Disposable skull pins Titanium, Adult

E 48

3036-300  Intra-Op CT horseshoe RS headrest,
RDL
Provides radiolucent cranial support in the
prone or supine position for adults and children
for CT imaging and Fluoroscopy. Connects di-
rect to transitional member for chin-to-chest
positioning. Permits vertical and lateral adjust-
ments. Includes extension bar for skeletal
traction.  
Set includes:
3036-70  Horseshoe RS headrest, RDL, adult

w/ extension bar
3031-00  Base unit, radiolucent
3032-10  DORO® radiolucent long transitional

member (6")
3032-20 DORO® radiolucent short transitional

member (5")

E 49

3035-70  DORO® horseshoe RS headrest, RDL,
pediatric w/ extension bar - option

no picture available 
for the moment
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E 50

3033-64  DORO® navigation adaptor, Stryker,
radiolucent

E 51

3033-65  DORO® navigation adaptor, Medtronic,
radiolucent

E 52

3033-66  DORO® navigation adaptor, BrainLab,
radiolucent

E 53

3033-50  DORO® interface skull clamp, 
radiolucent (connects BrainLab vario guide 
to RDL SC)

3006-00  DORO® disposable skull pins 
for adults (36 pieces - 12 procedures).

3006-10  DORO® disposable skull pins 
for children (36 pieces - 12 procedures).

3006-20  DORO® disposable skull pins
for adults, titanium - MRI-safe 
(36 pieces - 12 procedures).

3006-30  DORO® disposable skull pins
for children, titanium - MRIfsafe 
(36 pieces - 12 procedures).

E 54

300600 300610

300620 300630

3005-00  DORO® reusable skull pins 
for adults SS (3 pieces).

3004-00  DORO® reusable skull pins 
for children SS (3 pieces).

3005-50  DORO® reusable skull pins 
for adults, titanium - MRI-safe (3 pieces).

3004-50  DORO® reusable skull pins 
for children, titanium - MRI-safe (3 pieces).

E 55

300500 300400

300550 300450

no picture available 
for the moment
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Basic set consisting of:
90775  Trolley for schaerer® MIS-Extension
90750  Hip rest simple left, with pad
90751  Hip rest simple right, with pad
90768  Hip rest simple, roll with pad
90753  Leg rest left, with pad
90754  Leg rest right, with pad
90755  Triangular plate left, with pad
90756  Triangular plate right, with pad
90777  Perineal rod with pad, MIS DAA
90779  Perineal rod with pad, diameter 200 mm for hip arthroscopy
90761  Seat plate, with pad
90758  Bar
90769  Extension shoe, white
90778  Stability support (only for chick® 7300)

Orthopaedic- and traumatological accessory for surgery of the extremities
schaerer® MIS-Extension is a flexible, easily operable system for the orthopaedic and
traumatological surgery of the extremities. schaerer® MIS-Extension combines maxi-
mum control and precise movements of the patient's leg with easy handling and pro-
nounced flexibility accompanied by maximum stability. It is easy to be attached to the
operating tables chick® 7300 or schaerer® arcus 501 with help of the trolley.

F 56

Hip surgery direct anterior approach and 
hip arthroscopy

Necessary accessories:
Art. no. 90757 1 piece
Art. no. 90758 2 pieces
Art. no. 90769 2 pieces
Art. no. 90777 1 piece
Art. no. 90753 or 90754 2 pieces
Art. no. 90755 or 90756 2 pieces

Recommended accessories:
Art. no. 90775 1 piece
Art. no. 90774 or 90776 1 piece
(only for chick® 7300)

F 60

90769  Extension shoe 
White for schaerer®   MIS-Extension.

90757  Seat plate
With pad for schaerer® MIS-Extension. The
especially shaped seat plate made of carbon
fibre material enables an unobstructed imaging
with the X-ray image intensifier.

F 59

F 57

90758  Bar 
For schaerer® MIS-Extension. Cantilevered sup-
port of the bars (no floor support). Easy one-
hand operation.

F 58

+

+ +

+

+

ACCESSORIES   
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10823 Leg transfer plate with cushion 
10210 Radiolucent perineal post
10362 Perineal post cushion (conductive)
10836 Offset adapter with 2" pad
10908 Well leg support (Black)
10913 Traction boot assembly (2 pieces) 
73011 Traction unit extension (2 pieces) 
71070 Side rail socket (2 pieces) 
73007 Ortho pelvic base
529-0629-00 Side rail extension (1 piece) 
73008 Orthopedic abductor bar (2 pieces) 
529-0871-00 Ortho abductor bar clamp, long (1 piece) 
73015 Articulating bracket
73016 Surgical drapery rod (2 pieces) 
73023 Angled plate without cushion 
73033 Ortho equipment cart

73018  Orthopedic Kit
Orthopedic fracture attachment provides everything needed for supine and lateral lower
extremity facture repairs. Carbon fiber spars, patented scalloped seat section and inte-
grated gross traction rail allow for optimal imaging, hip area fall through and easy
traction manipulation.

F 61

F 64

74041  Disposeable hand/forearm wrap 
Sterile hand/forearm wrap for use with shoulder
assist limb or lateral shoulder holder (12/case).

F 62

74010  Shoulder assist limb positioner 
Designed to eliminate the need for OR staff to
hold the arm during surgery. Maintains a low
profile while delivering exceptional control and
patient positioning. Mounts onto the side of any
standard operating room table and provides a
non-sterile base for which sterile components
are inserted. The upper extremity positioner
and control tube are steam autoclavable.

F 65

74043 Stainless steel transport dolly 
(limb positioner) 
Storage system to holds all the control tubes
and clamps and to vertically to reduce the sto-
rage footprint of the extremity positioners.

F 63

74042  Lateral shoulder holder
Shoulder positioner adjusts from 0-90° and
both internal and external rotation can be easily
controlled and locked in place. Traction settings
from 0-15 lbs with simple knob adjustment. All
components except support frame are autocla-
vable.

74053  Camlock Clamp (required accessory,
purchase 1)

F 66

74017  Total knee replacement system 24" 
Ball joint allows the surgeon to position the
operative leg in extension, flexion, tilt and rota-
tion. Locks in any position with a simple turn of
the wrist.

74023  Total knee replacement system 30"

74020  Sterile TKR boot liner
Sterile boot liners for the total knee replace-
ment system (12/case).

74053  Camlock Clamp (required accessory,
purchase 1)

+
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F 67

74051  Extremity positioner 
For positioning the lower extremity for foot or
ankle procedures.  Sealed seams for easy clean-
up.  16″L x 12″W x 7″H

F 68

74000  Integrated beach chair attachment for
schaerer® arcus 601
Integrated beach chair designed specifically for
the schaerer® arcus 601. Chair articulation is
managed directly from the table hand control.
Double-ball joint headrest allows patient’s head
to tilt 30° in every direction. Shoulder pull-
away panels provide excellent surgical expo-
sure. 500 lbs patient weight capacity.

74001  Powered beach chair for schaerer®

arcus 501 and chick® 7300 - rail mounted
Fits all surgical tables. Rail mounted with exter-
nal motor and hand control for shoulder chair
positioning. Double-ball joint headrest allows
patient’s head to tilt 30° in every direction.
Shoulder pull-away panels provide excellent
surgical exposure. 500 lbs patient weight 
capacity.

74002  Easy lift beach chair for schaerer®

arcus 501 and chick® 7300 - rail mounted
Fits all surgical tables. Rail mounted with gas
spring assist positioning mechanism. Double-
ball joint head rest allows patient’s head to tilt
30° in every direction. Shoulder pull-away pa-
nels provide excellent surgical exposure. 
500 lbs patient weight capacity.

F 69

74007  Stainless steel transport trolley 
(beach chair)
The durable, easy-to-use, transport dolly is de-
signed to store any shoulder chair from Schae-
rer Medical. Stainless steel handle and frame
as well as four caster wheels permit efficient
movement and storage. Wide base resists tip-
ping.

F 70

74003  Disposable head and chin straps 
Holds head securely during the procedure. Vel-
cro straps are soft and pliable and attach to
head frame (12/case).

F 71

74022  Disposable face mask
Securely holds head during the procedure 
without interfering or compromising the 
patient’s airway. Easily attaches to head frame
with soft Velcro straps (12/case).

13200  Montreal lateral positioning device
Modular lateral positioning device with stack-
able radiolucent cylinders to accommodate any
size patient. 

F 72

13111  Disposable pad 6' roll
Polyfoam padding to wrap around radiolucent
montreal lateral positioning posts.
      

13115  Disposable pad 6' roll (3 rolls)

F 73

10522  Disposable pad set with 24 x 9" 
perineal post pads
Complete disposable foam pad set for lower ex-
tremity fracture repair. Includes planter plate
pad (24 pieces), heel rest pad (24 pieces), 9”
perineal post pad (24 pieces).

F 74

10347  Disposable pad set with 12 saddle
pads and 12 x 7" perineal post pads
Deluxe complete foam pad set. Includes saddle
pad (12 pieces), 7” perineal pad (12 pieces),
planter plate pad (24 pieces), heel rest pad (24
pieces) – All are foam (12/case).

F 75

+
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G 76

10362  Perineal post pad - rubber 
Replacement post pad – firm rubber.

G 77

10373  7" Disposable perineal post pad  
Disposable foam 7” perineal post pads
(12/case).

10374  9" Disposable perineal post pad
Disposable foam 9” perineal post pads
(12/case).

G 78

10378  Disposable planter plate pad 
(12 pairs/case)

G 79

10396  Lottes anklet pad insert
Foam anklet pad inserts (12 pairs/case).

G 85

10824  Counter traction horizontal set
For lateral procedures on the chick® LP.

G 80

10607  chick® LP isolation drapes 
with 3 pouches 
Sterile isolation drapes with 3 pouches specifi-
cally designed for use with the chick® LP
fracture table (12/case).

G 81

10940  3/4" Disposable traction boot insert 
¾ foam traction boot inserts (5/case).

G 82

10210  Vertical perineal post without pad
Radiolucent perineal post. Can be used with all
perineal post pads.

10828  Pediatric perineal post

G 83

10836  Offset adaptor
For use with chick® LP or 7300 Ortho kit to
provide greater hip exposure for small patients
and reduced direct perineal pressure.

G 84

10822  GM support board
For lateral procedures on the chick® LP. 
With pad.

+

+

+

+ +

+

+
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G 86

10531  Bell foot piece with traction

G 87

10825  Tibia extender
Provides knee flexion for tibia repair.

G 88

10908  Articulating well leg support
Well leg support system that adjusts in all di-
rections to fit all patient sizes. Ball and joint
adjustment of the well leg support pad for exact
positioning.

G 89

10913  Traction boot assembly
For use with the chick® LP or chick® 7300
ortho kit. Includes fine traction control barrel
and boot assembly with ratchet tightening me-
chanish.

G 90

22313  Traction cuff assembly
For use with the chick® LP or chick® 7300
ortho kit. Includes fine traction control barrel
and boot assembly with air bladder for foot cap-
ture.  

G 91

22111  90 Degree pin and wire set 
with ferrules
For use with chick® LP of chick® 7300 ortho kit
for skeletal traction. Includes ferrule set. Atta-
ches to fine traction barrel.

+

+

+

+

G 92

Chick roller
Ergonomic method for staff to transfer patients
to and from stretchers, surgical tables and hos-
pital beds with minimal effort and maximum
safety. Heavy duty 5 cylinder construction with
static prevention cover. Available in two sizes.

13001  Standard roller with conductive cover
1 ¼” x 14 ¼” x 67”

13030  Short roller with conductive cover
1 ¼” x 14 ¼” x 30”

13033  Wall mounting kit for Chick Roller+

G 93

10005  Infant cast table
Designed specifically for use with children. 
It can be used for full body casting, hip or
shoulders SPICAS and can be placed on a 
surgical table, stretcher, exam table or crib.

+

+

G 94

10006  Infant cast table with traction
Includes the infant cast table and removable
traction system.

+
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90617  Child surgery plate 
With US-side rails. Child surgery plate for using
on models chick®7300 and schaerer® arcus
501/701. With pad. Max. patient weight 77 lbs.

H 95

92410  Head rest, standard, tilting up and
down 
Unlimited easy positioning from 40° to -40°
with gas spring assist.

I 96

92411  Head rest, double joint, tilting up and
down 
The headrest can be manipulated in two di-
rections. Separate gas spring lift assist for the
whole assembly and the adjustable top.

I 97

92055  Leg plates, 2-part, tilting up and down
Split legs consist of two small and two large leg
plates which can be moved in multiple directi-
ons. With gas spring lift assist.

I 98

92063  Leg plate, one piece
Without articulation, with pad, with US-side
rails 28" x 34" x 4".

I 99

92065  Leg plate, one piece, tilting up and
down
With pad. Easily articulates 15° to -90° and is
infinitly positionable with gas spring lift assist.

I 100

74033  Table width extension 20"L x 4"W
Bariatric table width extension mounts on the
OR table side rail. Unique design allows any
table accessory to be mounted to this exten-
sion.

I 101

74034  Table width extension 15"L x 8"W
Bariatric table width extension mounts on the
OR table side rail. Unique design allows any
table accessory to be mounted to this exten-
sion.

I 102

74035  Table width extension 11"L x 8"W
Bariatric table width extension mounts on the
OR table side rail. Unique design allows any
table accessory to be mounted to this exten-
sion.

I 103

92431  Intermediate plate, long 
With US-side rails.

92432  Intermediate plate, short 
With US-side rails.

I 104

+
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K 105

74055  SchureSpine Frame
The radiolucent Spine Frame provides a stable
and convenient platform for spine surgeries It
can be used with any O.R. table, Adjustable for
optimum exposure. Patient weight capacity of
500 lbs (227 kgs).

Includes:
- Tapering adjustable softcare pads.
- Arm Cradle, disposable (pair) 
- Slotted Head Rests, disposable (each)
- Crank Handle

K 106

74049  Disposable Slotted Arm Cradles
(12/case), 5"WX24"LX3"H

K 107

74050  Disposable Slotted Head Rest
(6/case), 81/2"L x 8"W x 33/4"H 
(22cm x 20cm x 10cm)

K 108

74059  Spine Frame Spine Dolly 

76003  Spine Frame Disposable Kit
Includes 2 paper pad covers 2 foam bar covers
(20 Set/case).

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES   
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POSITIONING AIDS

Patient positioning with vascocare Evolution®

The unique patient positioning system:

Relieves pressure and stabilizes through anatomically formed viscoelastic 
elements - also in Trendelenburg and tilt positions.
Minimum influence on blood circulation through optimum distribution of
pressure as evidenced with “FLP” blood pressure measurements.
Minimum influence on skin temperature and moisture through 
optimized materials.
Low skin friction / shear forces through sliding, skin friendly 
surfaces.
Robust and simple handling with wear resistant, 
wipe-disinfectable surfaces.

75004  Head support 
Supine position, version 2 - medium.
75005  Head support 
Supine position, version 2 - large.

L 110

Disposable covers for supine head positioners:
75006 Disposable covers for 75002, 

25 pieces.
75007 Disposable covers for 75003, 

25 pieces
75008 Disposable covers for 75004, 

25 pieces
75009 Disposable covers for 75005, 

25 pieces
75010 Disposable Measuring Tape, 

50 pieces
XXXXX Strap and Retainer Kit

75002  Head support 
Supine position, version 1 - small (pediatrics).

75003  Head support 
Supine position, version 1 - large.

L 109

521300 Torso positioners 
Supine position, large (1 pair)
XXXXXX Torso positioner 
Supine position, large (left)
XXXXXX Torso positioner 
Supine position, large (right)

L 111

521400  Knee positioners 
Supine position, large (1 pair)

L 112

521500 Foot positioners 
Supine position, large (1 pair)
XXXXXX Foot positioner 
Supine position, large (left)
XXXXXX Foot positioner 
Supine position, large (right)

L 113

75000  vascocare Evolution® SET
Head support, version 2 – large
Torso positioners, supine position (1 pair)
Knee positioners, supine position (1 pair)
Foot positioners, supine position (1 pair)

75001  vascocare Evolution® deluxe SET
Head support, version 2 – large
Torso positioners, supine position (1 pair)
Knee positioners, supine position (1 pair)
Foot positioners, supine position (1 pair)
Arm positioners, supine position (1 pair)

L 114
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L 116

L 115

Head support, horseshoe head pads 
510014 Dimensions: 8" x 3" x 3"

Head support, donut head pads
510001  Dimensions: 4" x 2" x 1"
510003  Dimensions: 8" x 3" x 2"

GEL-Pads
All Schaerer® GEL pads are filled with a special POWERGEL, offering optimum pres-
sure distribution. The special surface is wear resistant, gentle to the skin and has sli-
ding properties. The Consistens-Gel is not flowing. It only adapts its form.

L 117

Table pads, in one piece
510302  Dimensions: 39" x 20" x 0.4"
510403  Dimensions: 46" x 20" x 0.4"

74039  Double angle wedge 24"x9-3/4"x 6-
3/4"
Positioning pads are reuseable and ideal for
surgical extremity positioning. Product is radio-
lucent and is coated with agion antimicrobial
ionic silver.

L 118

74049  Disposable slotted arm cradles 
Disposable high-density polyfoam arm cradles
are supportive, comfortable and economical
(12/case).

L 119

74050  Disposable slotted head rest 
Disposable, high-density polyfoam head rests
are supportive, comfortable and economical
(6/case).

L 120
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ACCESSORIES FOR STILLE IMAGIQ2 PRODUCTS

535-1730  Fistula armboard
Detachable radiolucent armboard which allows
for unobstructed imaging from the chest to the
arm. No metal in the imaging area. Attaches 
directly to the carbon fibre table top.

M 122

535-1740  Head rest adjustable
Anesthesia friendly head support is detachable
and adjusts for convenient intubations and 
patient access.

M 123

535-1720  Side rails US
Attaches directly to carbon fibre table top to
allow for additional rail mounted accessories.

M 121

535-1741  Head rest fixed
Rigid head rest attachment for better access to
the patient’s head and elongation of the body
imaging area.

M 124

535-1751  Catheter tray 59"

535-1750  Catheter tray 39"

535-1752  Catheter tray 20"

Stainless steel catheter tray extension adds a
functional work surface for guide wires, instru-
ments and other tools.

M 125

535-1760  Pan handle
Locks, unlocks and controls the XY movement
of the carbon fiber table top.

M 126

535-1761  Foot control
Allows for foot control adjustment of table
height, iso-centric roll, and Trendelenburg / 
Reverse Trendelenburg.

M 127
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